




















































































Mutations! in! the! CDKL5# gene,! located! on! Xp22,! are! the! main! cause! of! CDKL56
disorder! characterized! by! the! onset! of! epilepsy! before! 3! months! of! age,! severe!






midbody.! Importantly,! the! ablation! of! CDKL5! induces! prolonged! prometaphases,!
aberrant/multipolar! spindle! assembly! and! misaligned! chromosomes.!
Furthermore,! we! show! that,! similar! to! many! centrosomal! proteins,! CDKL5!
influences!microtubule! organization.! At! the!molecular! level,!we! find! that! CDKL5!
interacts!with! the! scaffold! protein! IQGAP1,! a! regulator! of! Rac1,!which! regulates!























Rett! syndrome! (RTT;! OMIM! 312750)! is! a! severe! X6linked!
neurodevelopmental!disorder!described!for!the!first!time!in!the!1960!by!Andreas!
Rett!(Rett,!1996)!that!affects!approximately!1!in!10,000!female!births.!Typical!RTT!
is! caused! by! mutations! in! Methyl7CpG7binding# protein# 2! (MECP2)! and! is!
characterized!by!normal#development!during!the!first!6618!months!of!life!followed!
by!developmental#stagnation! (microcephaly,! growth! retardation,!weight! loss,! and!
muscle!hypotonia)!and!a! further#decline!as! the!syndrome!progresses!(stereotypic!
movements,! loss! of! language,! ataxia,! seizures,! autonomic! perturbations! among!
other!symptoms).!The!disease! is!also!often!accompanied!by! typical!autistic! traits!
such! as! lack! of! facial! expression,! hypersensitivity! to! sounds,! lack! of! eye! contact,!
indifference! to! social! stimuli! (Nomura,! 2005).! The! last! phase! of! the! RTT! is!
characterized!by! the!appearance!of!parkinsonian6like!symptoms!(Hagberg,!2005;!
Roze! et! al,! .2007),! at! this! stage! the!pathological! condition! reaches! a! plateau! and!
some!patients!can!survive!until!the!sixth!or!seventh!decade!of!life!in!very!serious!
and! debilitating! physical! conditions! (Chahrour! et! al.,! 2007).! Beside! classic! RTT,!
several! RTT! variants! with! milder! or! more! severe! clinical! pictures! have! been!















CDKL5,! first!known!as!STK9#(Serine!Threonine!Kinase!9)! for! its!homologies!with!
Serine! Threonine! Kinases,! was! identified! for! the! first! time! in! 1998! following! a!
transcriptional!mapping!effort!of!the!human!chromosome!Xp22,!already!known!for!




the!description!of!balanced! translocations! causing! the!destruction!of! the!gene! in!
two! children! suffering! from!West! syndrome!with! serious! intellectual! disabilities!
and! infantile!spasms!(Kalscheuer!et!al.,,!2003).!Three!years!before,!Hupopaniemi!
performed! a!mutation! search! in!Danish! patients! and! found! a! 1366kb! deletion! in!
two! affected! siblings!with! typical! retinoschisis! and! epilepsy.! The! rearrangement!
partly!deleted!XLRS1,!the!gene!implicated!in!X6linked!juvenile!retinoschisis!(XLRS),!
and! PPEF71! (protein! phosphatase! gene! with! EF! calcium6binding! domain)! and!
truncated! the! 3’! end! of! STK9,! including! the! last! coding! exon.! Since!mutations! in!
XLRS1!had!never!been! linked!to!seizures,! the!most!plausible!hypothesis!was!that!
epilepsy!in!these!patients!was!caused!by!deletion!of!the!CDKL5!C6terminal!region!











variant! of! RTT”,! “Autistic! disorder! with! intellectual! disability”,! “Profound!
intellectual! disability! and! seizures”! (Weaving! et! al.,! 2004),! “Neonatal! onset!
encephalopathy”,! “Severe! neurodevelopmental! retardation”! (Tao! et! al.,! 2004),!
“Rett!syndrome!variant!with!infantile!spasms”!(Scala!et!al.,!2005),!“Severe!infantile!




A! full! understanding! of! the! clinical! picture! of! CDKL57related! disorders! is! still!
limited! and! a! larger! series! of! patients! is! required! to! further! understand! its!
presentation!and!natural!history.!In!this!regard,!Bahi6Buisson!and!colleagues!tried!
to! define! the! clinical! profile! of! CDKL56associated! encephalopathy,! screening! the!
whole!coding!region!of!CDKL5!in!a!total!of!183!patients!with!early!encephalopathy;!
20! patients! with! pathogenic! CDKL5! mutations! including! 7! novel! sequence!
variations!were!described!together!with!the!clinical!features!of!patients!published!
so!far.!In!particular,!in!younger!patients!before!2!years!of!age,!early!onset!epilepsy!
appears! as! the! most! consistent! sign! of! CDKL5#mutations.! In! all! cases,! epilepsy!
starts!within!3!months!with!very! frequent!seizures!and!an! interictal!EEG!pattern!
that! is! normal! or! shows! a! slowing! background.! At! this! age,! neurological!
examination!reveals!severe!hypotonia!and!poor!eye!contact,!but!none!of!the!RTT6
like! features! observed! in! later! ages.!More! rarely,! after! a!minimum!of!milestones!
have!been!acquired,!a!phase!of!regression!can! follow!with!decelerated!growth!of!
the!head!circumference,!while,!starting!from!the!second/third!year!of!life!and!not!
in! all! patients,! some! RTT6like! features! could! appear! such! as! stereotypic!
movements,! apraxia! and! sleep! disorders.! Finally,! the! patients! with! CDKL5!
!
9!
mutations! described! in! Bahi6Buisson’s! study,! never! demonstrated! the!
characteristic! EEG! development! observed! in! typical! RTT! (Hagne! et! al.,! 1989).!
Seizures!may!be!of!various!natures!and!may!occur!in!the!same!patient!depending!
on! the! progression! of! the! disease.! In! this! regard,! Bahi6Buisson! suggests! a! trend!
characterized! by! three! phases:! an! early! phase! (1610! weeks! old)! with! frequent!
generalized! tonic! seizures,! a! second! phase! (from! 6!months! to! 3! years! old)!with!
spasms! and! epileptic! encephalopathy! and! a! later! stage! dominated! by! the!
persistence!of! tonic!seizures!and!by! the!appearance!of!myoclonic!seizures!(Bahi6
Buisson!et!al.,!2008b).!!
Summarizing,! according! to! Bahi6Buisson! the! key! clinical! features! of! CDKL5!
disorder!are!early!epilepsy!with!very!frequent!seizures,!severe!hypotonia,!poor!eye!
contact! and! some! RTT6like! features,! such! as! secondary! deceleration! of! head!













of# CDKL5! mutations! (Fig.! 3).! In! addition,! the! presence! of! stereotypic! hand!
movements! typical! of! RTT,! such! as! hand!mouthing,! washing! or! clasping,! severe!
hypotonia! and! impaired! psychomotor! development! were! considered! other!
hallmarks! of! the! disease.! According! to! Artuso! et! al.,#CDKL5! patients! presented! a!
normal!prenatal!history!and!a!quite!normal!perinatal!period,!poor!eye!contact!and!






The! criteria! followed! by! Bahi6Busson! and! Artuso! to! classify# CDKL56associated!
encephalopathy! as! atypical! RTT! variant!were! those! defined! by!Hagberg! in! 1995!
(Hagberg!BA!et!al.,!1994),!but!the!increasing!number!of!patients!mutated!in!CDKL5!
and! the! expanded! knowledge! of! RTT,! necessitated! to! reconsider! the! diagnostic!
criteria!for!RTT!and!its!variants.!In!2010,!Neul!and!colleagues!in!collaboration!with!
the! Rett! Search! Consortium,! revised! and! simplified! the! diagnostic! criteria! for!
typical! and! atypical! RTT.! They! identified! three! groups! of! criteria:!main! criteria,!
exclusion!criteria!and!supportive!criteria!(Fig.!4)!and!limited!the!necessary!criteria!
for!both!classic!and!variant!RTT!to!the!presence!of!regression!(loss!of!purposeful!
hand! use! and! spoken! language,! development! of! gait! abnormalities! and! hand!
stereotypies)!and!added!other! four!main!criteria! that!are!absolutely!required! for!
between the 1st and the 10th week of life [7,12–18]. The
seizure disorder is polymorphic and is mainly character-
ized by complex partial seizures, infantile spasms, myo-
clonic, generalized tonic–clonic seizures and tonic
seizures. No unique EEGs pattern was identified, in fact
it seems to vary with age and seizures type, as recently
described by Bahi-Buisson [18].
Concerning the regression stage and given the preco-
cious timing of seizure onset, we point out that a regres-
sion period is not appreciable. However, in our patients
the perinatal period is not really ‘‘normal”. In previously
described patients detailed clinical information about
the period preceding the onset of epilepsy are not avail-
able. Psychomotor development results severely
impaired since the first clinical or neurological examina-
tions, usually performed at the epilepsy onset. Severe
neurological impairment is reported in all previously
described cases: in only six cases is reported the ability
to sit, in four cases the ability to stand up unsupported
and in two cases the capacity to say a few words. Man-
ual ability is severely impaired in all the a!ected individ-
uals. In the majority of cases this can be ascribed to the
constant presence of stereotypic hand movements,
reported in all patients with CDKL5 mutations [7,12–
18]. We also observed that the head circumference of
the majority of our cases remains in the normal range.
In previously reported cases, data about head circumfer-
ence are not available in all patients, in 18 cases in which
this information is reported, 5 present a head circumfer-
ence within the normal range, while 13 show a decelera-
tion of head growth (4 have postnatal microcephaly).
This observation underlines that the deceleration of
head growth is not a necessary criteria for this variant
of RTT [7,12–18].
Similarly, autonomic dysfunction does not represent
an important sign in patients with CDKL5 mutation.
In our patients breathing disorders are occasionally
present, distal extremities are normotrophic not cold,
gastroesophageal reflux is present only in early infancy
and is easily treatable with anti-reflux agents. The pres-
ence of autonomic features is rarely described in litera-
ture: Evans excluded this characteristic in his patients,
while among the 7 reported by Archer only 2 show auto-
nomic dysfunction [7,13]. Brain magnetic resonance
imaging is normal in all cases. Non specific alterations
are reported in few cases.
It is very interesting that poor eye contact and
absence of response to social interactions were evi-
denced in all patients, in contrast with the diagnostic cri-
teria for variant RTT that suggested intense eye contact
and/or eye pointing as a supportive criteria.
The statistical comparison of our 9 CDKL5-mutated
cases with classic patients revealed the same median
value, though it is interesting to underline the lower
range of variation in the CDKL5 mutated patients com-
pared with classic RTT. In classic RTT head circumfer-
ence, autonomic system (cold extremities, breathing
disorders) and osteoarticular system (pes planus/genu
valgu, scoliosis, kyphosis) are more severely involved.
On the contrary, the scores of epilepsy, speech, age of
walking and age of regression are higher in CDKL5
patients. As expected the median value for total score
in Z-RTT is lower than early-onset seizure variant. Also
in this case, osteoarticular apparatus appears to be less
involved in CDKL5 mutated patients than in Z-RTT.
Considering the great di!erences between the classical
and the variant RTT forms highlighted through both the
statistical and the descriptive approach, we suggest clin-
ical criteria that will be of practical value in favoring the
diagnosis of the early-onset seizure variant of RTT
(table 3). First of all we sustain that early epilepsy, with
an onset between the first week and 5 months, is the key
feature to identify patients likely to have a CDKL5
mutation. In addition, the hallmark of the disease is
the presence of stereotypic hand movements typical of
RTT, such as hand-mouthing, hand washing or clap-
ping. Additional characteristics include normal prenatal
history and a quite normal perinatal period, severe
hypotonia, severely impaired psychomotor development
and normal somatic growth. Other manifestations of
early-onset seizures variant of RTT include poor eye
contact and absence of response to social interactions,
absence of speech, absence of hand skills and rarer neu-
rovegetative dysfunctions such as gastrointestinal distur-
bances and breathing irregularities.
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Table 3
Diagnostic criteria for early-onset seizure variant of RTT.
Necessary criteria
Normal prenatal history
Irritability, drowsiness and poor sucking in the perinatal period
before the seizures onset
Early epilepsy, with an onset between the first week and 5 months
Hand stereotypies
Severely impaired psychomotor development
Severe hypotonia
Supportive criteria
Infantile spasm at onset or during the course of epilepsy
Poor eye contact and absence of response to social interactions
Absence of speech
Absence of hand skills
Absence of scoliosis
Normal head circumference at birth that remains normal or has a
slight deceleration of growth
Normal weight and height
Rare neurovegetative dysfunctions: gastrointestinal disturbances,
breathing irregularities, cold extremities





that! 2! out! of! the! 4! main! criteria! and! 5! out! of! 11! supportive! criteria! should! be!
present.!!
However,! an! interesting!work! of! Fehr! and! colleagues!was! published! in! 2013,! in!
which! the! phenotype! of! 77! females! (from! 6!months! to! 22.4! years)! and! 9!males!





all! males! and! in! 67.5%! of! females,! in! accordance! with! the! precedent! studies! of!
Bahi6Buisson!and!Artuso!(Bhai6Buisson!et!al.,!2008a;!Artuso!et!al.,!2010).!Several!
of! the! specific! supportive! criteria,! such! as! diminished! response! to! pain,! a! spinal!
curvature!and!intense!eye!pointing,!were!also!infrequently!reported.!Some!of!these!
supportive! characteristics! appear! age6dependent! and! were! observed! more!
commonly!in!patients!aged!over!5!years.! Interestingly,!dysmorphic!features!were!
identified!that!could!be!useful!for!the!diagnosis!of!CDKL5!disorder.!Indeed,!CDKL5!




























CDKL5! is! composed! by! 24! exons;! the! first! three! exons! (exons! 1,! 1a,! 1b)! are!
transcribed!but!not! translated!and! the!ATG!start! codon! is! located!within!exon!2.!
95% CI 7.45–391.33) and sleep disturbances (OR 4.89, 95% CI
2.20–10.89) than females with RTT (Table 4). They were less likely to
have breathing disturbances (OR 0.43 95%, CI 0.26–0.71), a spinal
curvature (OR 0.34, 95% CI 0.17–0.65) and gastrointestinal problems
(OR 0.52, 95% CI 0.27–0.98); to develop hand stereotypies (OR 0.12,
95% CI 0.06–0.25) and to lose hand (OR 0.06, 95% CI 0.03–0.12) and
speech skills (OR 0.13, 95% CI 0.07–0.23).
Time-to-event analysis (Figures 2–4) showed that females with the
CDKL5 disorder were more likely to develop seizures earlier, with
three-quarters of females having developed epilepsy before 12 months
of age compared with 10 years for RTT (HR 24.8, 95% CI 18.6–32.9).
Hand stereotypies also appeared earlier in females with the CDKL5
disorder, with 75% having developed them by 2 years of age
compared with 75% by 3 years for females with RTT (HR 1.1, 95%
CI 0.86–1.5). A spinal curvature was less likely in females with the
CDKL5 disorder compared with females with RTT (HR 0.51, 95% CI
0.28–0.90).
The most characteristic features of females and males with the
CDKL5 disorder are shown in Table 5. These features can be used as a
guide to assist decision-making where targeted CDKL5 mutation
analysis is being considered.
DISCUSSION
Individuals with mutations in the CDKL5 gene have been variably
classified as having early infantile epileptic encephalopathy, X-linked
dominant infantile spasm syndrome, the ESV RTT or diagnosed with
other epileptic disorders such as West syndrome.1,3 We described the
clinical presentation and physical appearance of individuals with the
CDKL5 disorder, providing information from a large international
dataset. The CDKL5 disorder appears to be characterised by seizure
onset in the majority before 3 months of age, severely impaired gross
motor, language and hand function skills, and subtle but shared
physical characteristics such as a prominent/broad forehead, deep-set
but large-appearing eyes, full lips and tapered fingers. Our findings
Table 3 The proportion of females (n!77) and males (n!9) that met each of the latest criteria for ESV RTT40
Number of CDKL5-positive cases
Female Male
2010 ESV RTT criteria r5 Years 45 Years All r5 Years 45 Years All
Necessary criteria
A period of regression followed by recovery or stabilisation 10/41 (24.4) 15/36 (41.7) 25/77 (32.5) 1/6 (16.7) 0/3 (0.0) 1/9 (11.1)
Main criteria
Partial or complete loss of acquired purposeful hand function 4/36 (11.1) 7/30 (23.3) 11/66 (16.7) 0/5 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0) 0/8 (0.0)
Partial or complete loss of acquired spoken language 8/40 (20.0) 6/35 (17.1) 14/75 (18.7) 0/6 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0) 0/9 (0.0)
Gait abnormalities: Impaired (dyspraxic) or absence of ability 40/40 (100.0) 27/34 (79.4) 67/74 (90.5) 6/6 (100.0) 3/3 (100.0) 9/9 (100.0)
Stereotypic hand movements 32/41 (78.0) 29/35 (82.9) 61/76 (80.3) 3/6 (50.0) 0/3 (0.0) 3/9 (33.3)
Supportive criteria
Breathing disturbances when awake 19/38 (50.0) 17/33 (51.5) 36/71 (50.7) 3/6 (50.0) 2/3 (66.7) 5/9 (55.5)
Bruxism when awake 33/40 (82.5) 30/33 (90.9) 63/73 (86.3) 5/5 (100.0) 3/3 (100.0) 8/8 (100.0)
Impaired sleep pattern 31/36 (86.1) 31/33 (93.9) 62/69 (89.8) 5/5 (100.0) 2/3 (66.7) 7/8 (87.5)
Abnormal muscle tone 13/15 (86.7) 10/11 (90.0) 23/26 (88.5) 2/2 (100.00) NA 2/2 (100.0)
Peripheral vasomotor disturbances 11/40 (27.5) 19/33 (57.6) 30/73 (41.1) 1/5 (20.0) 2/3 (66.7) 3/8 (37.5)
Scoliosis/kyphosis 1/39 (2.6) 14/34 (41.2) 15/73 (20.5) 0/5 (0.0) 3/3 (100.0) 3/8 (37.5)
Growth retardation 6/10 (60.0) 6/9 (66.7) 12/19 (63.1) 0/2 (0.0) Missing 0/2 (0.0)
Small cold hands or feet 19/39 (48.7) 24/31 (77.4) 43/70 (61.4) 2/5 (40.0) 2/3 (66.7) 4/8 (50.0)
Inappropriate laughing/screaming spells 22/35 (62.9) 29/32 (90.6) 51/67 (76.1) 3/5 (50.0) 1/3 (33.3) 4/8 (50.0)
Diminished response to pain 15/37 (40.5) 11/31 (35.5) 26/68 (38.2) 0/5 (0.0) 1/3 (33.3) 1/8 (12.5)
Intense eye communication ‘eye pointing’ 5/37 (13.5) 5/33 (15.1) 10/70 (14.3) 0/5 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0) 0/8 (0.0)
ESV-specific criteria
Early-onset seizures before 5 months of age 40/40 (100.0) 32/35 (91.4) 72/75 (96.0) 6/6 (100.0) 3/3 (100.0) 9/9 (100.0)
Infantile spasmsa 11/22 (50.0) 3/14 (21.4) 14/36 (38.9) 1/3 (33.3) 1/1 (100.0) 2/4 (50.0)
Refractory myoclonic epilepsyb NA
Seizure onset before regression 40/41 (97.6) 30/36 (83.3) 70/77 (90.9) 4/5 (80.0) 3/3 (100.0) 7/8 (87.5)
Decreased frequency of typical RTT featuresc NA
Meets criteria for atypical RTT
Necessary criteria 10/41 (24.4) 15/36 (41.7) 25/77 (32.5) 1/6 (16.7) 0/3 (0.0) 1/9 (11.1)
Two of the four main criteria 32/40 (80.0) 25/33 (75.8) 57/73 (79.5) 3/6 (50.0) 0/3 (0.0) 3/9 (33.3)
5 Of the 11 supportive criteria 20/28 (71.4) 26/26 (100.0) 46/54 (86.4) 2/3 (66.7) 3/3 (100.0) 5/6 (83.3)
All criteria 7/39 (17.9) 12/36 (33.3) 19/75 (23.7) 0/6 (0.0) 0/3 (0.0) 0/9 (0.0)
Abbreviations: CDKL5, cyclin-dependent kinase-like 5; CI, confidence interval; ESV RTT, early-onset seizure variant of Rett syndrome; NA, not applicable.
aThe occurrence of infantile spasms was determined from the clinician questionnaire or if the family had listed infantile spasms as their child’s diagnosis.
bOur questionnaire did not contain nough information to be able to determine this criterion.
cDecreased frequency of typical RTT features was not able to be determined as it is unclear which features are included and what is considered a ‘decreased’ frequency.
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differ! in! the! C6terminal! domain.! The! first! isoform! generates! a! protein! of! 1030!
amino!acids!with!a!molecular!weight!of!115!kDa!that!is!expressed!primarily!in!the!
testes! (Fig.! 6).! The! second! isoform!of! 960! amino! acids! (107! kDa)!was! identified!
later!and!is!the!prevailing!brain! isoform.!CDKL5115!contains!exons!19621!that!are!
not!retained!in!CDKL5107.!A!brain!specific!exon,!16b,!has!been!discovered!in!human!








Figure+ 6! Schematic! representation! of! human! CDKL5! gene! (top)! and! its! variants! generated! by! alternative!






CDKL5# is! a! serine/threonine! kinase! that! shares! homology!with!members! of! the!
mitogen6activated!protein!(MAP)!kinase!and!cyclin6dependent!protein!kinase6like!
(CDKL)! families! (Montini! et! al.,! 1998).! CDKL5! is! characterized! by! a! catalytic!
domain! (aa! 136297)! at! the! N6terminus! and! a! long! C6terminal! tail;! the! catalytic!
domain! comprises! an! ATP6binding! region! (amino! acids! 14–47)! and! a! serine6














the! protein.! In! particular,! contrary! to! the! wild6type! protein,! the! truncated!
pathologic!CDKL5!mutants!R781X!and!L879X!remain!confined!almost!exclusively!
in! the! nucleus! (Bertani! et! al,! 2006;! Rusconi! et! al,! 2008).! The! cytoplasmic!
localization!of!the!wild6type!protein!depends!on!the!nuclear!export!receptor!CRM1.!
However,! the! NES6like! sequence! in! the! C6terminal! tail! (aa! 8636865),! which! is!
present! in! the! L879X! derivative,! seems! insufficient! for! the! exit! of! the! mutant!
protein! from! the! nucleus! to! the! cytoplasm,! suggesting! that! other! signals! are!
involved!in!regulating!the!subcellular!localization!of!CDKL5.!
A!precise!consensus!for!target!recognition!by!CDKL5!is!not!yet!clear!but!recently!











The! phenotypes! associated! with! CDKL5# mutations! range! from! a! milder! form,!
where! the! epilepsy! is! controlled! and! independent! ambulation! is! achieved,! to! a!
severe! form!with!microcephaly,! no!motor! development! and! refractory! epilepsy.!
The!severity!of!the!disease!is!influenced!by!genetic!and!epigenetic!factors.!For!sure!
the!clinical!picture!of!CDKL5!patients!depends!on!the!proportion!of!functional!and!
dysfunctional! CDKL5! produced! by! the! normal! or! mutated! alleles! due! to! X6
chromosome! inactivation! (XCI).! Random! XCI! leads! to! equal! inactivation! of! the!
maternal! or! the! paternal! X! chromosome! whereas! the! inactivation! is! “skewed”,!
when!the!same!X!is!silenced!in!the!majority!of!cells! (J.!Brown,!1998).!
CDKL5! mutations! can! be! of! various! types:! missense,! nonsense,! splice! site!
mutations,!deletions,! insertions,!translocations!and!large!genetic!rearrangements.!




demonstrate! how! point! mutations! in! the! kinase! domain! can! greatly! reduce! the!
catalytic! activity! of! the! kinase.! Conversely,! truncating! mutations! in! the!
downstream! C6terminus! cause! an! increased! catalytic! activity! and! the! nuclear!
accumulation! of! CDKL5,! suggesting! the! importance! of! the! C6terminal! tail! in!
controlling!the!activity!and!localization!of!the!kinase!(Bertani!et!al.,!2006;!Rusconi!
et!al.,!2008).!According! to!Bahi6Buisson,! truncating!or!missense!mutations! in! the!
catalytic!domain!should!cause!a!more!severe!clinical!phenotype!characterized!by!
higher! incidence! and!more! precocious! onset! epileptic! encephalopathy! than! that!
caused!by!truncating!mutations!located!in!the!last!exons!of!CDKL5!(Bahi6Buisson!et!
al.,! 2008b).! This! assumption,! however,! has! been! challenged! by! another! group,!
noting! that! to! date! it! is! still! premature! to! predict! a! genotype6phenotype!
correlation,!given!the!limited!number!of!patients!(Fehr!et!al.,!2015).!
Recently,! Szafranski! and! his! collaborators! report! seven! females! and! four! males!
from! seven! unrelated! families! with! genomic! duplications! including# CDKL5.!
Interestingly,! whereas! 55%! of! patients! with! CDKL5! genomic! deletions! or! point!




had! epilepsy.! Further,! the!patients!were! characterized!by!difficulties! in! learning,!
autistic! and! hyperactive! behaviour,! developmental! and! speech! delay.! In!
conclusion,! not! only! loss! but! also! gain6of6function! of! CDKL5! causes! neurological!
phenotypes,!underlining!for!the!first!time!the!importance!of!CDKL5!dosage!effects.!
Increased! dosage! of! CDKL5! was! proposed! to! affect! the! global! output! of! the!
interactions! of! CDKL5! with! its! substrates,! leading! to! perturbation! of! synaptic!
plasticity! and! development! (Szafranski! et! al.,! 2015).! Of! relevance,! these! findings!








single! cell.! The! knowledge! of! a! given! protein’s! expression! pattern! is! therefore!




cortex,! motor! cortex! and! cingulate! gyrus,! entorhinal! cortex),! responsible! for!
"higher6order"!functions!like!language!and!information!processing,!and!in!all!three!
CA!fields!of!the!hippocampus,!important!for!learning!and!memory.!Very!high!levels!
of!Cdkl5#transcripts!are!also!detected! in! thalamic!nuclei,! involved! in!sensory!and!
motor! signal! relay!and! in! the! regulation!of! consciousness!and!sleep,!while! lower!
transcript! levels! are! detected! in! the! cerebellum,! implicated! in! coordination! of!











CDKL5! is! lowly! expressed! during! embryogenesis! but! is! strongly! induced! during!
the! postnatal! period,! reaching! its! highest! expression! at! postnatal! day! 14! (P14),!
where!after!it!slowly!begins!to!decline!(Rusconi!et!al.,!2008).!These!data!correlate!
with! the! importance! of! CDKL5! in! the! process! of! neuronal! maturation.! At! the!
subcellular! level,! CDKL5! is,! as! previously! described,! shuttling! between! the!




Interestingly,! the! neuronal! localization! of! CDKL5! is! mainly! cytoplasmic! during!
embryogenesis! whilst! the! nuclear! fraction! increases! during! the! early! postnatal!














To! date,! the! use! of! animal! models! is! necessary! to! understand! the! molecular!
mechanisms! underlying! the! onset! of! a! disease! and,! although! they! cannot!
summarize! all! aspects! of! a! disorder,! they! are! generally! regarded! as! an! excellent!
tool! to! study! the! functions! of! a! specific! protein.! Thanks! to! the! development! of!
!
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Cdkl5# knockout! (KO)! mouse! models! it! has! been! possible! to! confirm! and!
complement! the! information! previously! obtained! with! the! technique! of! RNA!
interference! with! those! produced! in# vivo.! Although! it! is! not! always! possible! to!
compare! the! interference! and! the! knockdown! system,! similarities! have! been!
observed!between!the!two!models.!!
The!first!Cdkl5#knockout!mouse!(C57BL/6!background)!was!published!three!years!
ago! by! the! group! of! Zhaolan! Zhou! (Wang! et! al.,! 2012);! it! was! generated! by! the!
deletion!of!Cdkl5!exon!6!through!homologous!recombination!in!ES!cells,!causing!an!
early!truncation!of!CDKL5!in!the!N6terminal!kinase!domain.!Cdkl57/y!mice!present!
hyperactivity,! impaired! motor! control! (hindlimb! and! forelimb! clasping)! and!
decreased!anxiety!similar!to!those!observed!in!RTT!and!autism!spectrum!disorder!
(ASD)!mouse!models!(Chahrour!et!al.,!2007;!Schmeisser!et!al.,!2012).!Interestingly,!
mice! lacking! CDKL5! demonstrate! profound! impairment! in! social! interaction! and!
deficient!contextual!and!cued!fear!memory.!Brain!size! is!comparable!with!that!of!
wild6type! littermates! and! even! if! intractable! seizures! are! a! hallmark! of! CDKL5!
disorder,! video6EEG! monitoring! did! not! reveal! spontaneous! seizures! in! Cdkl5–/y!
mice.! However,! recording! of! event6related! potential! (ERP),! which! is! an!
electrophysiological! response! of! cognitive! processes,! showed! attenuated! and!
delayed!ERP!polarity! peaks! suggesting! impaired!neuronal! connectivity! (Wang! et!
al.,!2012).!!
One! year! ago,! Amendola! et! al.! published! another! mouse! model! (C57BL/6J!
background)! carrying! a! targeted! conditional! knockout! allele! of! Cdkl5! that! was!
generated!through!the!deletion!of!Cdkl5!exon!4!(Amendola!et!al.,!2014).!According!
to! the! previous! work,! these! Cdkl5–/y! mice! did! not! reveal! either! spontaneous!
epileptiform! activity! or! abnormal! brain! size;! moreover,! clasping! of! hindlimbs!
denote!motor!impairment.!In!contrast!to!the!first!model,!Amendola’s!mouse!model!
showed! a! significant! decrease! in! locomotion! in! both! homozygous! females! and!
hemizygous!males!in!a!home!cage!activity!test.!The!difference!could!depend!on!the!
type! of! test! and! how! the! behaviour! was! measured;! indeed,! in! the! first! case,!







disorders! and! appear! to! be! an! important! support! to! understand! the! molecular!





At! the!morphological! level,!Cdkl5–/y#cortical! and! hippocampal! pyramidal! neurons!
show! reduced! dendritic! arborization! with! a! significant! reduction! in! cortical!
thickness!(Amendola!et!al.,!2014;!Fuchs!et!al.,!2014),!underscoring!the!function!of!
CDKL5! for! correct! neuronal! development! and! confirming! the! previous! data!
obtained! in#vitro!by!Chen!et!al.!(Chen!et!al.,!2010).!This!aspect!was!also!observed!
by!Ricciardi!et!al.,!who!investigated!the!role!of!CDKL5!in!dendritic!spines!(Ricciardi!
et! al.,! 2012).! They! demonstrated! that! CDKL5! is! almost! exclusively! localized! at!
excitatory! synapses! both! in# vitro# and! in# vivo.! Importantly,! they! observed! that!
hippocampal! neurons! silenced! for! CDKL5! showed! a! significant! increase! in!
protrusion! density! and! that! the! protrusions! had! a! filopodia6like! morphology!








and! microtubule! cytoskeleton! (Wittmann! et! al.,! 2001);! furthermore,! this!
interaction! is! favoured!by!brain6derived!neurotrophic! factor!(BDNF)!(Chen!et!al.,!
2010).!It!is!worth!mentioning!that!mutations!in!members!of!the!Rho!GTPase!family!
have! been! identified! in! patients! characterized! by!mental! retardation! (Remakers,!
2002).! The! involvement! of! CDKL5! in! mechanisms! that! govern! cytoskeleton!
remodelling! is! consistent!with! the! results! published! by! Ricciardi! and! colleagues!
showing!that!loss!of!CDKL5!in!rat!neurons!elicits!an!increased!number!of!filopodia6








Altogether,! the! capacity! of! CDKL5! to! regulate! neuronal! morphogenesis! likely!
through! cytoskeleton! remodelling! via! BDNF6Rac1! signalling! and! NGL616PSD95!
interaction! provides! new!mechanistic! insights! into! how!CDKL5!mutations!might!
impact! neuronal! functions! in! CDKL56related! neurodevelopmental! disorders.!
Another!cytoplasmic!substrate!of!CDKL5!is,!as!already!mentioned,!amphiphysin"1"
(AMPH1),! which! is! a! multifunctional! adaptor! molecule! involved! in!
neurotransmission! and! synaptic! vesicle! recycling! through! clathrin6mediated!
endocytosis! (Sekiguchi! et! al.,! 2013).! Amph1! is! known! to! be! involved! in! the!
interaction!with!endophilin,!and!phosphorylation!of!Ser/Thr!residues! in! the!PRD!
region!of!Amph1!reduced!its!affinity!for!endophilin!(Murakami!et!al.,!2006).!In!the!
present! study,! the! authors! demonstrated! that! CDKL5! phosphorylates! Amph1! on!
Ser! 293! and! by! pull6down! experiments! with! phospho6mimetic! and! phospho6
defective! mutants! they! demonstrated! that! Ser! 293! phosphorylation! negatively!
influences! Amph1! binding! to! endophilin.! It! is! worth! noting! that! Rac1! is! able! to!
influence! the! internalization! of! its! specific! targets! by! clathrin6mediated!
endocytosis!(Cobbold!et!al.,!2003);!this!is!another!aspect!that!underlies!once!again!






altered! by! its! absence! is! highly! relevant! to! understand! the!molecular! pathways!
influenced! by! CDKL5! and! representing! possible! therapeutic! targets.! This! was!
addressed! by!Wang! et! al.! using!Cdkl5–/y!mice.! A! Serine/Threonine! (S/T)! kinome!
profiling! was! performed! in! striatum,! cortex,! hippocampus! and! brainstem! using!
antibodies!developed!against!a!large!set!of!well6characterized!S/T!phosphorylation!
motifs.! With! this! approach! strongly,! moderately! or! mildly! affected!
!
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phosphorylation! profiles! were! observed.! Among! the! strongly! affected! signalling!
cascades!was! that!of!AKT–mTOR.! Indeed,! reduced!phosphorylation!was!detected!
of! rpS6,! a! ribosomal! regulatory! subunit! and! modulator! of! protein! translation!
whose! activation! is! regulated! by! AKT! (Wang! et! al.,! 2012).! Accordingly,! reduced!
phosphorylation!of!rpS6!and!AKT!was!also!observed!in!Amendola’s!mouse!model!
confirming! the! inhibition! of! this! pathway! (Amendola! et! al.,! 2014).! This! is! of!






The! association! of! CDKL5! with! neurological! diseases! has! pushed! forward! the!
studies! of! its! functions! in! the! central! nervous! system.! However,! its! ubiquitous!
expression! and! the! significant! homology! with! members! of! the! MAP! and! cyclin6
dependent! kinases,! which! are! well! known! regulators! of! cell! cycle! progression,!
leads! to! hypothesize! a! role! of! CDKL5! also! in! proliferating! cells.! In! this! regard,! a!
recent!study!of!Fuchs!et!al.!described!a!new! function!of!CDKL5! in! the!process!of!
adult!neurogenesis!(Fuchs!et!al.,!2014).!
Active! adult! neurogenesis! is! spatially! restricted! under! normal! conditions! to! two!
specific! “neurogenic”! brain! regions:! the! subgranular! zone! (SGZ)! in! the! dentate!
gyrus!of!the!hippocampus!where!new!dentate!granule!cells!are!generated,!and!the!
subventricular! zone! (SVZ)! of! the! lateral! ventricles! where! new! neurons! are!
generated! and! then!migrate! through! the! rostral! migratory! stream! (RMS)! to! the!
olfactory! bulb! to! become! interneurons! (Gage,! 2000).! In! the! SGZ,! proliferating!
radial! and! non6radial! precursors! give! rise! to! intermediate! progenitors,!which! in!
turn!generate!neuroblasts!that!will!be committed!to!the!neuronal! fate.! Immature!
neurons! migrate! into! the! inner! granule! cell! layer! and! differentiate! into! dentate!
granule!cells!in!the!hippocampus.!Within!days,!newborn!neurons!extend!dendrites!
toward! the!molecular! layer! and!project! axons! through! the!hilus! toward! the!CA3!
(Zhao!et!al.,!2006).!!
A!quantitative!analysis!revealed!that!the!number!of!BrdU!positive!progenitor!cells!






indicating! that! the! surplus! of! cells! born! at! P45!was! bypassed! by! a! reduction! in!
survival!rate.!Accordingly,!an!increase!of!active!apoptotic!cell!death!was!observed!
in! early! post6mitotic! neurons.! Interestingly,! the! number! of! astrocytes! did! not!
change,! demonstrating! that! the! loss!of!Cdkl5! specifically! affects! survival! of! post6
mitotic!neurons!without!affecting!astrogliogenesis!(Fuchs!et!al.,!2014).!
These!data! indicate! that!CDKL5! influences! the!balance!between!mitotic! cells!and!
differentiating! neurons! in! an! opposite! manner.! In! accordance! with! previous!
publications,! the! morphological! analysis! of! neurite! outgrowth! in! α6tubulin! III!




3β! pathways! was! compared! in! Cdkl5! KO! and! WT! mice,! lower! phosphorylation!
levels! were! observed! of! PDK1! (36phosphoinositide6dependent! protein! kinase! 1,!
which!activates!AKT),!AKT!(at!residues!Thr308!and!Ser473),!GSK63β! (at!Ser9,! its!
inhibitory!site)!and!CREB!(at!Ser133).!Re6expression!of!CDKL5!restored!AKT/GSK6
3β! signalling! with! a! parallel! restoration! of! NPC! proliferation,! survival! and!
differentiation,!confirming!the!direct!implication!of!the!kinase!in!the!regulation!of!
neurogenesis! and! neuronal! maturation! via! AKT6GSK3β! signalling! (Fuchs! et! al.,!
2014).!
 
A! link! between!MeCP2! and! cell! proliferation! has! recently! been! identified! in! our!
laboratory!(Bergo!et!al.,!2015).!In!particular,!we!demonstrated!that!MeCP2!and!its!
Y120!phospho6isoform!localizes!at!the!centrosome.!This!organelle!is!central!for!cell!
division,! migration! and! differentiation! in! dividing! and! post6mitotic! cells! and! an!
important! regulator! of! cell! proliferation.! Indeed,! both! mouse! embryonic!
fibroblasts!(MEF)!of!Mecp26null!animals!and!silenced!cells!showed!a!reduction!in!





a! distinct! clinical! entity,! there! are!many!data! suggesting! that! CDKL5! and!MeCP2!
share! molecular! pathways:! (i)! the! partially! overlapping! expression! pattern!
(Rusconi!et!al.,!2008),!(ii)!the!ability!of!the!two!proteins!to!interact!in#vivo!(Mari!et!
al.,!2005),!(iii)!the!in#vitro!phosphorylation!of!MeCP2!by!CDKL5!(Mari!et!al.,!2005;!
Bertani! et! al.,! 2006,! Williamson! et! al.,! 2012),! (iv)! the! regulation! of! CDKL5!
expression!mediated!by!MeCP2!(Carouge!et!al.,!2010),!(v)!common!morphological!
and!molecular! defects! (Amendola! et! al,! 2014;! Ricciardi! et! al.,! 2011;! Fuchs! et! al.,!
2014;!Armstrong,!2005).!Altogether,!the!link!of!CDKL5!with!MeCP2!and!the!ability!
of! CDKL5! to! regulate! the! balance! between! neuronal! precursor!
proliferation/survival!and!differentiation!during!postnatal!neurogenesis!(Fuchs!et!
al.,!2014),!suggest!the!implication!of!the!kinase!in!regulating!cell!cycle!progression;!






























by! time6lapse! video! light! microscopy! for! 24h.! These! records! revealed! that! cells!
interfered!for!Cdkl5!(iCdkl5)!show!a!statistically!significant! longer!prometaphase!
time! (from! the! round6up! to! the! chromosome!segregation)! t!=!148.3!±!91.34!min!
(n=73)! versus! 59.07! ±! 33.64! min! in! iCtrl! cells! (n=73).! In! addition,! iCdkl5! cells!
present! a! cytokinesis! time! (from! cleavage! furrow! ingression! to! abscission)! (t! =!
186.38!±!78.39!min,!n=66)!higher!than!control!cells!(t!=!139.1!±!62.81!min,!n=62)!
(Fig.!1A,!1B!and Supplementary!Movies!S1!and!S2).!We!did!not!observe!any!effect!
on! cell! viability! or! division! failure! in! both! iCtrl! and! iCdkl5! cells! during! the! 24h!
imaging! session.! Consistent! with! prolonged! prometaphase,! ablation! of! CDKL5!
induces! a! significative! increase! of! mitotic! index! quantified! through! p6H3!












transfected!with! Ctrl! and! Cdkl5#1! siRNA! for! 60h! and! analysed! by! time! lapse! video! for! 24h.! In! both! cases,!


















various!mitotic! phases.! Permeabilization! prior! to! fixation! permitted! us! to! better!
appreciate! the! well! defined! colocalization! of! endogenous! CDKL5! with! γ6tubulin!
from!prometaphase!till!anaphase!after!which,!we!observed!a!reduction!of!its!signal!
from! centrosome! and! a! contemporary! increase! in! the!midzone,! in! particulary! at!
the!midbody!in!the!intracellular!bridge!(Fig.!9).!!In!interphase,!CDKL5!did!not!show!
any! colocalization!with! the! γ6tubulin! positive! centrosome,! but! it! was! present! in!
typical! dots! within! the! nucleus! corresponding,! as! previously! described! in!










In! order! to! further! validate! the! association! of! CDKL5! with! centrosome,! we!
performed! experiments! using! different! approaches.! First,! we! confirmed! by!
immunofluorescence! the! localization! of! endogenous! CDKL5! at! the! γ6tubulin!
positive! spots! in! different! cell! lines! such! as! human! lung! fibroblasts! (MRC5),!
monkey!kidney!fibroblasts!(COS7),!mouse!neuroblastoma!(Neuro62A)!and!human!
neuroblastoma! (SH6SY5Y)! (Fig.! 10A).! In! addition! to! endogenous! CDKL5,!we! also!
expressed!CDKL5!fused!to!the!green!fluorescent!protein!(GFP)!in!HeLa!cells!and,!as!
can! be! seen! in! figure! 10B,! also! the! exogenous! protein! could! be! detected! at! the!
centrosome!in!mitotic!cells.!Finally,!using!a!complementary!biochemical!approach,!
we!isolated!centrosomes!from!HeLa!cells!treated!with!nocodazole!and!cytochalasin!
D,! to! disrupt! microtubules! and! actin! cytoskeleton,! by! discontinuous! sucrose!
gradient! fractionation! and! subjected! the! isolated! fractions! to! SDS6PAGE! and!
Western!blotting!analysis.!Fractions!enriched! for! centrosomes!were! indicated!by!






and! SH6SY5Y! cells!were! immunostained!with! anti6CDKL5! (in!green),! anti6γ6tubulin! (γ6tub,! red)! and! labelled!
with!DAPI! (blue)! to!visualize!DNA.! (n#>!3).!Scale#bars#=!10!µm.!B.!HeLa! cells! expressing!an!exogenous!GFP6
!
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CDKL5! fusion! protein! (green)!were! analysed! by! immunostaining! using! anti6γ6tubulin! (γ6tub,! red)! and! DAPI!









immunocytochemical! association! of! CDKL5! with! the! midbody;! to! this! aim,! we!
performed! immunostaining! of! different! cell! lines! using! α6tubulin! or! PLK1! as!
specific! markers! of! the! midbody! bridge! or! stem! body,! respectively! (Hu! et! al.,!
2012).!As!shown!in!figure!11A,!endogenous!CDKL5!was!present!at!the!stem!body!
structure! of! the! midbody! of! MRC5,! COS7,! and! rat! adrenal! gland!








midbody! (enlarged! in! the! lower! panels).!B.! HeLa! cells! expressing! an! exogenous! GFP6CDKL5! fusion! protein!










an! increase! in! the! time! spent! in!mitosis! and! that! CDKL5! is! a! component! of! the!
centrosome,! we! decided! to! analyse! whether! CDKL5! influences! mitotic! spindle!
assembly.! To! explore! this,! we! transfected! HeLa! cells! with! two! specific! siRNAs!
silencing! CDKL5! with! high! efficiency! (siCdkl5#1,! siCdkl5#2;! figure! 12A)! and!





failure! of! chromosome! alignment! in! iCdkl5! cells! respect! to! control! (Fig.! 12E).!
Interestingly,!DAPI!staining!in!HeLa!cells!iCdkl5!permitted!to!observe!an!increased!








Figure+ 12+ Silencing+ of+ CDKL5+ is+ associated+ with+ aberrant+ spindle+ pole+ geometry,+ chromosome+
alignment+and+micronuclei+formation.!A.+WB!showing!silencing!of!CDKL5!expression!in!HeLa!cells!with!two!
distinct! siRNAs! using! α6tubulin! as! loading! control.! The! asterisk! indicates! a! non6specific! band.+ B.!
Representative! images! of!HeLa! cells! treated! as! in! A! after! staining! against!α6tubulin! (α6tub)! (red)! and!with!






per!experiment! (mean!±S.E,!unpaired! t6test).!F.!Graph!showing! the!average!of!microluclei! formation.!G.!WB!
showing! silencing! of! CDKL5! expression! in!MRC5! cells! with! two! distinct! siRNAs! using!α6tubulin! as! loading!
control.!The!asterisk!indicates!a!non6specific!band.!H.!Representative!images!of!HeLa!cells!treated!as!in!G!after!
staining! against! α6tubulin! (α6tub)! (red)! and! with! DAPI! (blue).! I.! Graph! showing! the! average! of! aberrant!
spindles!of!three!independent!experiments!counting!!>137!cells!per!experiment;!(mean!±S.E,!unpaired!t6test).!
L.! The! average! of! cells! with!multipolar! spindles! was! determined! in! three! independent! experiments! (mean!




The! direct! involvement! of! CDKL5! in! regulating! spindle! pole! geometry! and!
chromosome!segregation!was!suggested!by!the!fact!that!both!siRNAs!targeting!the!
kinase! caused! similar! defects;! nevertheless,! we! excluded! that! the! observed!
phenotype! was! due! to! off6target! effects! by! performing! rescue! experiments! in!
which!a!siRNA6resistant!CDKL5!cDNA!was! introduced! into!silenced!cells.!Vectors!
expressing! CDKL5! and! GFP! from! a! bicistronic! cassette,! or! GFP! alone! as! control,!
were! introduced! into! silenced! cells! and! CDKL5! expression! and! mitotic! spindle!
organization!analysed!by!WB!and!immunostaining!(Fig.!13).!As!above,!a!significant!
number!of! cells! silenced! for!CDKL5!were! characterized!by!aberrant!mitosis!with!










Figure+13!Mitotic+ defects+ can+be+ rescued+by+ the+ reintroduction+ of+ CDKL5.!A.!Representative! images!of!
spindle! pole! geometry! in! GFP6positive! cells! (green)! stained! against! α6tubulin! (red)! and! with! DAPI! (blue).!
CDKL5!was!expressed!in!HeLa!cells!by!transfection!of!a!bicistronic!vector!expressing!also!GFP!four!days!post6
silencing.!B.! CDKL5! levels! were! determined! by!WB! using!α6tubulin! as! loading! control.! C.! The! presence! of!







(NSC)!derived! from! the!developing!mouse!brain! (E14).!Cells!were!maintained!as!
undifferentiated!neurospheres! in! the!presence!of!basic!FGF!(bFGF)!and!EGF,!and!
were! labelled,! as! above,! with! CDKL5! and! γ6tubulin! antibodies.!
Immunofluorescence! analysis! revealed! the! colocalization! of! CDKL5! and!
centrosome! also! in! NSC! cells! (Fig.! 14);! conversely! the! cell! lines! previously!
analysed,!where!CDKL5! localized! at! the! centrosome! in!mitotic! phases!but!not! in!
interphase,! in! NSC! cells! the! kinase! remains! anchored! to! centrosome! throughout!
!
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the!whole! cell! life.! Since! centrosome! is! an! important! cytoskeleton! structure! that!
governs!many!process!as!cell!division,!migration!and!differentiation!(Azimzadeh!et!
al.,!2007;!Bettencourt6!Dias!et!al.,!2007;!Doxsey!et!al.,!2005;!Nigg!et!al.,!2009),!these!




Figure+6+CDKL5+ localizes+at+ the+ centrosome+of+neurospheres+ cells.!NSC!cells!were!grown!on!coverslips,!




























Thanks! to! the! ability! of! centrosome! to! provide! a! structural! hub! for! the!
organization!of! the!microtubule!(MT)!array,! it!represents!a!central!component!of!
the! cytoskeleton.! Several! diseases! of! brain! development! have! been! linked! to!
defects! in! centrosome! and! MT6regulating! proteins! (Kuijpers! et! al.,! 2011).! We!






a! circular6like! shape! that! is! evident! in! control! cells!was! less!pronounced! in! cells!
with!reduced!levels!of!CDKL5.!
Given! the! influence! of! CDKL5! on! microtubule! organization! and! since! our! data!
demonstrate! a! role! of! CDKL5! in! centrosome! maturation! and! mitotic! spindle!
assembly,!we!wondered! if! the!kinase!could!play!a! role! in! regulating!microtubule!
nucleation.!To!test! this!possibility,!we!transfected!COS7!cells!with!CDKL5!siRNAs!




minutes! of! recovery! in! fresh!medium,! although!microtubule! nucleation! from! the!




of! the! aster! area,! marked! by! α6tubulin,! revealed! a! significant! reduction! of! this!







of!CDKL5! in!COS7!cells! three!days!post6transfection!with! control! and!CDKL5!siRNAs;!α6tubulin! (α6tub)!was!
used!as! loading!control.!B.!COS7!cells! treated!as! in!A,!were! fixed!and!stained! for!α6tubulin!(α6tub,!green)! to!
analyse!microtubule!organization!and!with!DAPI!(blue).!Insets!show!high6magnification!images!of!microtubule!
array.!!C.!COS7!cells!treated!as!in!A!were!exposed!to!the!microtubule6destabilizing!drug!nocodazole!10!µg/ml!
(noco)! for! 3! h! (top).! Microtubule! regrowth! was! tested! by! releasing! the! cells! in! fresh! medium! for! 30! min!










the! functions! and! the! molecular! pathways! associated! with! this! kinase.! For! this!
reason,!a! two6hybrid!screening!had!previously!been!performed!in!our! laboratory!
in!which!the!C6terminal!region!of!hCDKL5!(amino!acids!29961030!of!the!107!kDa!
isoform)! was! used! as! bait! to! screen! a! human! adult! brain! cDNA! library.! 171!
interacting!clones!were!obtained,!of!which!IQGAP1!caught!our!attention.!IQGAP1,!




as! illustrated! in! figure! 16A.! The! interaction! between! CDKL5! and! IQGAP1! was!
further! supported! by! co6immunoprecipitation! experiments,! in! which! an! anti6
IQGAP1!antibody,!but!not!rabbit! IgGs,!precipitated!CDKL5!from!P11!mouse6brain!
extracts! (Fig.! 16B).! The! same! experiments! were! repeated! in! HeLa! cells! and! by!
subsequent!Western!blot!analysis!we!could!detect!CDKL5!as!co6precipitating!with!




blot! analysis! of! the! immunocomplexes! revealed! that! IQGAP1! was! efficiently! co6
immunoprecipitated! when! cells! expressed! Myc6CDKL5! but! not! from! a! control!







blue! bar).! The! diagram! to! the! bottom! represents! IQGAP1! with! its! six! domain:! questa! parte! non! è! meglio!
metterla!nel!testo?!the!calponin!homology!(CH)!domain!binds!the!chemokine!receptor,!CXCR2,!and!regulates!
the!actin!cytoskeleton!by!binding!N6WASp!and!polymerized!filamentous!actin!(F6actin).!IQ6Repeats!consists!of!
six! coiled6coil! regions.! Tryptophan6containing! (WW)! domains! recruit! Erk1/2.! The! isoleucine/glutamine6
containing!(IQ)!domain!is!a!binding!domain!for!multiple!proteins!that!include!components!of!MAPK!signalling.!
The!Ras6GAP!domain! (GRD)!does! not! function! as! a!GTPase!Activating!Protein! (GAP)! but! does! interact!with!
small!GTPases!Cdc42,!Rac1,!and!TC10.!The!Ras6GAP!C6terminus!domain! (RGCT)! interacts!with!microtubule6
binding!proteins!CLIP170!and!Clasp2,!as!well!as!membrane6resident!proteins!such!as!β6catenin,!E6cadherin,!
and! APC.!B.! Co6immunoprecipitation! of! P11!mouse! brain! lysates! with! anti6IQGAP1! antibodies.! Rabbit! IgGs!
were!used!as!negative!control.!The!immunoprecipitates!and!inputs!(5%!of!the!brain!lysates)!were!analysed!by!
immunoblotting! for! CDKL5! and! IQGAP1! (n=2).! C.! Co6immunoprecipitation! of! HeLa! cell! lysates! with! anti6














previously! been! detected! at! the! cell! cortex! upon! Rac1! activation! (Chen! et! al.,!
2010),!even!if!the!biological!meaning!of!this!localization!has!to!be!further!clarified.!
We! proceeded! with! immunofluorescence! experiments! using! exogenously!
expressed! GFP6IQGAP1.! As! shown! in! figure! 17A,! endogenous! CDKL5! and! GFP6
IQGAP1! presented! a! common! localization! at! the! cortex! of! COS7! cells! in!
correspondence!with!the!lamellipodia,!which!are!actin6rich!membrane!protrusions!
that!drive!cell!migration!(Krause!et!al.,!2014).!
Interestingly,! we! also! detected! endogenous! IQGAP1! at! the! centrosome! both! by!
immunofluorescence!as!well!as!through!the!biochemical!centrosome!extraction!of!
HeLa! cells! described! above.! Indeed,! in! this! assay! we! were! able! to! detect! both!














Figure+ 17+ CDKL5+ and+ IQGAP1+ coLlocalize+ at+ the+ cell+ cortex+ and+ at+ the+ centrosome.! A.!
Immunofluorescence! of! COS7! cells! transfected! for! 24h!with! pEGFP6IQGAP1! (green)! and! stained! for! CDKL5!
(red)! and! α6tubulin! (blue).! B.! WB! showing! the! presence! of! IQGAP1,! CDKL5! and! γ6tubulin! in! fractions! of!






To! analyse! whether! CDKL5! is! required! for! the! accumulation! of! IQGAP1! at! the!
polarized!leading!edge!during!cell!migration!we!performed!a!wound6healing!assay!
in!which!cell!migration!is!induced!by!generating!a!“wound!gap”!in!a!cell!monolayer.!
A!scratch!was!generated! in!confluent!COS7!cells! (T0,! time!zero)! transfected!with!
control! and! CDKL5! siRNAs! and! migrating! cells! were! analysed! 5h! later! (T5h).!
Consistently!with!our!previous!data!performed!in!HeLa!cells!(data!not!shown),!the!
ablation! of! CDKL5! caused! a! reduction! in! cells! migration! (Fig.! 18A):! in! fact,! the!
!
40!
quantification! of! the! distance! between! the! two! faces! of! the! wound! (Fig.! 18B)!
showed!that!while!control!cells!covered!60%!of!the!wound!between!T0!and!T5h,!






of! IQGAP1! at! the! leading! edge!was! compromised.! The! intensity! quantification!of!
the! IQGAP1! signal! with! Image! J! along! a! segment! of! 10!µm! from! the! cell! cortex!
towards! the! cytoplasm! (figure! 18B,C)! showed! an! opposite! trend! in! control! and!
siCdkl5!cells:!in!fact,!in!control!cells!the!IQGAP1!signal!peaked!in!correspondence!
of!the!cell!cortex!and!decreased!towards!the!cytoplasm!whereas!in!iCdkl5!cells!the!
signal!reached! its!maximum!intensity! in!the!cell! lumen!and!declined!towards!the!
periphery.! Thus,! CDKL5! seems! to! be! necessary! for! the! correct! localization! of!
IQGAP1!at!the!leading!edge,!but!we!cannot!say!whether!this!depends!on!the!direct!















transfected!with! control! or!CDKL5! siRNAs!and!after! three!days! a! scratch!was!performed!with! a!pipette! tip.!







































plus6ends! of! growing! microtubules! and! play! crucial! roles! in! sensing! cortical!
capture! sites.! Activated! Rac1! binds! IQGAP1! enhancing! the! interaction! between!
IQGAP1! and! CLIP170,! one! of! the! +TIPs! (Fukata! et! al.,! 2002).! Knocking! down!
IQGAP1! by! RNA! interference! decreases! the! number! of! immobilized! CLIP170!






depleted! for! CDKL5.! Thus,!we! first! immunoprecipitated! IQGAP1! from!HeLa! cells!




60%!and!40%!with! siCDKL5#1!and!siCDKL5#2,! respectively! (Fig.!20B).!We!next!
evaluated! the! amount! of! IQGAP1! co6immunoprecipitated! with! CLIP170! from!
silenced!HeLa!cells.!Interestingly,!the!ablation!of!CDKL5!with!both!siRNAs!reduced!
the!binding!of!the!two!proteins!by!nearly!50%!(Fig.!20!C,!D).!Altogether,!these!data!






Figure+ 20+ DownLregulation+ of+ CDKL5+ reduces+ the+ binding+ of+ IQGAP1+ to+ Rac1+ and+ CLIP170.! A.! Co6
immunoprecipitation!of!HeLa! cell! lysates!with!anti6IQGAP1!antibodies.!HeLa! cells!were! interfered! for! three!
days!with!CDKL5!siRNAs!(#1!and!#2).!Rabbit!IgGs!were!used!as!negative!control.!The!immunoprecipitates!and!
inputs!(5%!of!the!brain!lysates)!were!analysed!by!immunoblotting!for!IQGAP1!and!Rac1.!B.+Quantification!of!
the! data! shown! in# A,! Rac1! co6immunoprecipitation! (co6IP)! intensity! was! normalized! to! IQGAP1!
immunoprecipitation! (n=5! for! siCdkl5#1! and! n=4! for! siCdkl5#2,! mean! ±! S.E.).! **,! p! <! 0.01! ***,! p#<! 0.001;!
Student’s! t# test.+ C.! Coimmunoprecipitation! of! HeLa! cells! treated! as! in! A! with! anti6CLIP170.! The!
immunoprecipitates!and!inputs!(5%!of!the!brain!lysates)!were!analysed!by!immunoblotting!for!CLIP170!and!




















knowledge!of!RTT! led! to!consider!CDKL5!disorder!separated! to!RTT!(Neul!et!al.,!
2010;!Fehr!et!al.,!2013).!CDKL5!disorder!is!a!neurological!condition!characterized!
in!the!majority!of!cases!by!the!onset!of!intractable!seizures!within!three!months!of!
age,! severely! impaired! gross!motor,! language! and!hand! function! skills! and! some!
dysmorphic! facial! features! such! as! prominent! and/or! broad! forehead,! high!
hairline,!relative!midface!hypoplasia,!deep6set!but!large!appearing!eyes!and!infra6
orbital! shadowing! (Fehr! et! al.,! 2013).! Despite! the! evident! role! of! CDKL5! for! the!






gene! expression! through! its! interaction!with!DNA!methyltransferase!1! (DNMT1)!
(Kameshita! et! al.,! 2008)! and! MeCP2! (Mari! et! al.,! 2005;! Bertani! et! al.,! 2006);!
moreover,!it!associates!with!nuclear!speckles!involved!in!RNA!splicing!(Ricciardi!et!
al.,! 2008).! In! the! cytoplasm,! CDKL5! seems! to! have! a! role! in! the! activation! and!
maintenance! of! synaptic! activity! (La! Montara! et! al.,! 2015),! in! the! regulation! of!
cytoskeleton! rearrangements! through! the! interaction! with! Rac1,! (Chen! et! al.,!
2010),! in! the! preservation! of! synaptic! strength! and! stability! via! NGL1!




et! al.,! 2013).! The!morphological! defects! observed! in# vitro! in! interfered! neurons!
have!recently!been!confirmed!also!in#vivo!thanks!to!the!development!of!two!Cdkl56
null! mouse! models! (Wang! et! al,! 2012;! Amendola! et! al.,! 2014)! that! recapitulate!
many!core!features!of!CDKL5!disorder!and!will!constitute!a!fundamental!support!
for!future!studies!of!the!pathology.!!
Given! the!huge! repercussion!of!CDKL5!mutations!on! the! central!nervous! system,!
the!majority!of!studies!described!in!literature!are!focused!on!post6mitotic!neuronal!
cells;!however,!very!recently!it!has!been!demonstrated!that!CDKL5!also!has!a!role!





Considering! all! the! above,! we! decided! to! investigate! the! role! of! CDKL5! in!
proliferating! cells,! paying! particular! attention! on!mitosis.!Mitosis! is! divided! into!
five! phases:! prophase,! characterized! by! chromosome! condensation! and! by! the!
movement!of!centrosomes!to!the!opposite!poles!of!the!cell;!prometaphase,!in!which!
the! nuclear! membrane! fully! dissolves! and! the! mitotic! spindles! capture! and!
congress! chromosomes! to! the! equator! of! the! cell! (metaphase! plate);!metaphase,!
characterized!by!the!complete!alignment!of!chromosomes!on!the!metaphase!plate;!
anaphase,!in!which!sister!chromatids!separate!and!migrate!to!opposite!poles!of!the!
cell! and! telophase,! in! which! the! nuclear! membrane! reassembles,! chromosomes!
decondense,! and! cytokinesis! produces! two! equivalent! daughter! cells! (O'Connor,!
2008).! Live6cell! microscopy! permitted! us! to! demonstrate! that! the! ablation! of!
CDKL5!in!HeLa!cells!causes!an!increase!of!the!time!spent!in!prometaphase!and!in!
telophase;! this! result! is! consistent! with! the! increased! mitotic! index! that! we!
observed! in! silenced! cells.! Prolonged! mitosis! is! often! caused! by! a! delay! in!
satisfying!the!spindle!assembly!checkpoint!due!to!improper!centrosome!functions!
that! impede! spindle! formation! (Su! et! al.,! 2000).! The! link! between! the! observed!














interphase! the! centrosome! is! involved! in! organizing! an! astral! array! of!












we! hypothesized! the! involvement! of! CDKL5! in! the! organization! of! the! mitotic!
spindle! and! the! midbody! and! addressed! this! question! by! analysing! the!
organization!of!the!two!structures! in!cells! interfered!for!CDKL5.! Interestingly,!we!
discovered! that,! even! though! the! ablation! of! CDKL5! does! not! cause! significant!
changes! in! the! midbody! structure! (data! not! shown),! it! induces! an! increase! of!
abnormal! spindle! assembly! with! 30%!more!multipolar! spindles! with! respect! to!








defects! indicating! the! specific! role! of! the! kinase! in! spindle! organization.!Notably!
time6lapse!microscopy!did!not! show!any!effect! in!cell!viability!or!division! failure!
suggesting! that! cells! are! able! to! bypass! the!defects! described! above,! segregating!
their! chromosomes,! albeit! with! reduced! fidelity! demonstrated! by! the! increased!
formation! of! micronuclei.! The! fact! that! we! did! not! observe! any! significant!
cytokinesis! failure! suggests! that! CDKL5! does! not! play! a! role! in! the! strict!
organization! of! this! structure.! However,! we! speculate! that! the! kinase! might!
represent! a! signal! for! the! further! progression! in! the! cell! cycle! and! that! its!
inactivation/depletion! might! constitute! a! temporary! stop.! It! is! relevant! to!
remember! that! cyclin6dependent! kinases! (CDKs)! are! key! regulators! of! cell! cycle!
progression,! and! that! one!of! the!mechanisms!used! to! ensure! that! division! is! not!
initiated!until!chromosomes!have!been!separated,!is!a!block!of!cytokinesis!through!
the!inhibition!of!CDKs!activity!(Guertin!et!al.,!2002).!
When! we! analysed! neuronal! cells,! we! found! that! CDKL5! localizes! at! the!
centrosome! of! primary! hippocampal! neurons! (data! not! shown)! and! neuronal!
precursor!cells!(NPCs),!where!the!centrosomal!accumulation!can!be!observed!also!
in! interphase!suggesting!a!cell6specific!mechanism!of!this! localization.! It! is!worth!
recalling!that!the!importance!of!the!centrosome!is!not!limited!only!to!proliferating!




epilepsy! (EFHC1)! (De! Nijs! et! al.,! 2012)! and,! of! relevance,! classic! Rett! syndrome!
(MECP2)! (Bergo! et! al.,! 2015).! In! the! latter! case,! as! mentioned! before,! even! if!
mutations! in! CDKL5! and! MECP2! give! rise! at! two! distinct! diseases,! molecular!
evidence! suggest! that! they! belong! to! a! common! molecular! pathway! that! could!
explain! the!partial!phenotypic!overlap!between!classic!RTT!and!CDKL5!disorder.!
The! fact! the! both! proteins! localize! at! the! centrosome! in! proliferating! and! non6
proliferating! cells! could! offer! new! interesting! insights! for! the! studies! of! these!
pathologies.! In!particular,! given! that!MeCP2! is! a! substrate!of!CDKL5! (Mari! et! al.,!
2005),!it!will!be!interesting!in!the!future!to!understand!the!nature!of!this!common!




In! conclusion,! with! this! study! we! demonstrated! that! CDKL5! is! a! centrosomal!
protein! implicated! in! the! regulation! of! spindle! assembly! and! in! mitosis!
progression.! It! is! plausible! that! previous! defects! associated! with! dysfunctional!
CDKL5! such! as! the! impaired! neuronal! migration! (Chen! et! al.,! 2010)! and! the!
aberrant! proliferation/differentiation! of! neuronal! progenitor! cells! (Fuchs! et! al.,!
2014),! as!well! as! the!phenotypic!outcome!observed! in!CDKL5!disorder,!might! in!
part!depend!on! the!alteration!of!centrosomal! functions.!Future!studies!will! focus!












evident! when! microtubule! nucleation! was! stimulated! with! drug6induced!
depolymerisation.! In! fact,! CDKL5! depletion! causes! a! marked! change! in! the! re6
configuration! of! astral! microtubules! highlighted! by! the! loss! of! the! radial! array!
typical! of! COS7! cells.!Despite! this,! no!difference! in! the! ability! of!microtubules! to!
polymerize!was!observed,!thus,!since!CDKL5!not!localizes!with!centrosome!during!
interphase,! the! aberrant! cytoskeleton! phenotype! that! we! observed! after! its!
ablation! probably! is! not! due! to! impaired! assembly/disassembly! of! polarized!
cytoskeletal! polymers! but! rather! to! their! defective! interaction! with! binding!
proteins!and!molecular!motors!responsible! for! their!movement!and/or!assembly!
into!higher!order!structures.!!
In! a! yeast! two6hybrid! screening! we! identified! IQGAP1! as! a! novel! interactor! of!
CDKL5.! IQGAP1! is! a! 190! kDa! scaffold! protein! that! facilitates! the! formation! of!







recruit! respectively! Rho! GTPases,! as! Rac1! and! Cdc42,! (Jacquemeta! et! al.,! 2014),!
and! many! TIPs! as! APC! (Tirnauer,! 2004),! CLIP170! (Fukata! et! al.,! 2002),! Clasp2!
(Watanabe!et!al.,!2009),!and!EB1!(Zhang!et!al.,!2009).!Contrary!to!the!GAP!proteins!
that!induce!GTP!hydrolysis!through!the!GRD!domain,!IQGAP1!preferentially!binds!
and!maintains! the!active! form!(GTP6bound)!of!Cdc42!and!Rac1! !by! inhibiting! the!
intrinsic!GTPase!activity!(Hart!et!al.,!1996;!Kuroda!et!al.,!1996;!Kurella!et!al.,!2009).!!
IQGAP1! interacts! with! actin! filaments! and! cross6links! them! in! the! presence! of!




and! that! the! depletion! of! CDKL5! impedes! the! localization! of! IQGAP1! at! the! cell!
cortex.!Moreover,!consistently!with!data!described!in!literature!(Chen!et!al.,!2010),!
we! demonstrated! that! the! ablation! of! CDKL5! impairs! cells! migration.! Further!




actin! organization! but! also! for! microtubule! stabilization.! Indeed,! it! has! been!
demonstrated! that! activated!Rac1!binds! IQGAP1! favouring! the! association!of! the!
scaffold!protein!with!CLIP170!and!permitting!the!stabilization!of!microtubules!at!
the!cell!periphery!(Fukata!et!al.,!2002);! in! this! regard,!we!demonstrated! that! the!
ablation! of! CDKL5! reduces! the! ability! of! IQGAP1! to! interact!with! both!Rac1! and!
CLIP170,! suggesting! that! CDKL5! might! be! necessary! for! the! stabilization! of! the!
plus! ends! of! microtubules.! Interestingly,! IQGAP1! and! CLIP170! cooperate! to!
establish!proper!dendritic!neuronal!morphology.!Indeed,!the!knockdown!of!these!
two!proteins! simplifies!dendritic! arborisation+ (Swiech!et! al.,! 2011),! a!phenotype!





still! remain! to! be! established.! In# vitro! studies! have! indicated! that! the!
phosphorylation! of! IQGAP1! in! Ser1441! and! Ser1443! by! PKC! induces! a!
conformational! change! releasing! IQGAP1! from! its! autoinhibitory! structure!
facilitating! its! interaction! with! Cdc42! (Grohmanova! et! al.,! 2004).! Therefore,! we!
envisage!that!CDKL5,!by!phosphorylating!IQGAP1,!might!induce!a!conformational!
change! that! promotes! the! binding! of! Rac1! and! subsequently! CLIP170,! thus!
favouring!microtubule!organization!and!dendrite!arborisation.!!
In!such!a!scenario!a!correct!cooperation!among!the!CDKL56IQGAP16Rac16CLIP170!
proteins! would! be! fundamental! to! build! a! precise! microtubule! network:! in!
particular,! it! seems! that! CDKL5! occupies! a! central! role! in! the! regulation! of! the!
interaction!between!IQGAP1!and!its!effector!proteins!Rac1!and!CLIP170.!However,!





As! a! consequence! the! interaction! with! CDKL5! would! induce! a! conformational!






dynamics! acting! both! during! cell! division! and! in! quiescent! cells.! Indeed,! during!
mitosis,! it! localizes! at! the! centrosome! regulating! spindle! organization! and!
favouring! correct! chromosome! alignment.! In! telophase! it!moves! to! the!midbody!
probably!supporting!cytokinesis!progression.!In!interphase,!in!response!to!proper!









prophase! to! anaphase! CDKL5! localizes! at! the! centrosome! regulating! spindle! organization! and! favouring!
correct! chromosome! alignment.! In! telophase! it! moves! to! the! midbody! probably! supporting! cytokinesis!
!
53!
progression.! In! interphase! extracellular! signal! activate! Rac1! and! GEFs! proteins! at! leading! edges.! Activated!
Rac1!marks! spots!where! CDKL5! and! IQGAP1! are! recruited.! There! CDKL5! interacts/phosphorylates! IQGAP1!




































GFP6CDKL5,! expressing! the! 107! kDa! hCDKL5! isoform! has! been! described!
elsewhere!(Williamson!2012).!pCAGGS6CDKL56ires6GFP!was!cloned!by!inserting!an!
EcoRI6EcoRV! digested! PCR! product! containing! the! murine! CDKL5! cDNA!






anti6α6tubulin! (Sigma6Aldrich,! T6074),! anti6CDKL5! (Sigma6Aldrich,! HPA002847),!
anti6GFP! (Roche,! 1814460),! anti6PLK61! (Santa! Cruz,! sc617783;! 1:200! dilution),!
anti6IQGAP1! (Santa! Cruz,! sc610792),! anti! Rac1! (BD! Transduction! Laboratories,!
610650),! anti6CLIP170! (Genetex,! GTX117504),! Phalloidin6TRITC! Conjugates!
(Sigma6Aldrich),! anti6histone! H36Ser(P)610! (Abcam,! catalog! no.! ab1791).! HRP6
conjugated!goat!anti6mouse!or!anti6rabbit!secondary!Abs!for!immunoblotting!were!
purchased!from!Thermo!Scientific.!DAPI!and!secondary!Alexa!Fluor!anti6rabbit!and!





HeLa,! MRC65! and! COS7! cells! were! maintained! in! DMEM! (Dulbecco’s! modified!
Eagle’s! medium;! Sigma6Aldrich)! supplemented! with! 10%! FBS,! L6glutamine,! 100!
units/ml!penicillin,!and!100!µg/ml!streptomycin!at!37°C!with!5%!CO2.!Neuro62A!






10%! FBS,! L6glutamine,! 100! units/ml! penicillin,! and! 100! µg/ml! streptomycin! at!





For! siRNA! transfection,! 20! nM! siRNA! oligonucleotides! targeting! CDKL5! or! a!
control! siRNA! (siCdkl5#1! 5’CTATGGAGTTGTACTTAAA3’,! siCdkl5#2!
5’GCAGAGTCGGCACAGCTAT3’,! siCtr.! 5’CGUACGCGGAAUACUUCGATT3’,! siIqgap1!
5’UGCCAUGGAUGAGAUUGGAUU3’)! were! transfected! into! HeLa! or! MRC65! cells!







X6100,! 1!mM!EDTA)!with! addition! of! protease! inhibitor! cocktail! (Sigma!Aldrich)!
and! PhosSTOP! (Roche).! After! 30! min! on! ice,! the! lysates! were! clarified! by!
centrifugation!and! the! supernatants! collected.! Samples!were! separated!by! either!




After! extensive! washes,! blots! were! developed! with! either! West! PICO!




NaCl,! 1%! Triton! X6100,! 1! mM! EDTA,! 1! mM! EGTA)! with! addition! of! protease!
inhibitor!cocktail!(Sigma!Aldrich)!and!PhosSTOP!(Roche)!and!incubated!overnight!
at! 4°C!with! 1! μg! of! anti6CDKL5,! anti6IQGAP1,! anti6CLIP170! or! unrelated! IgGs! as!
!
56!
control.! The! immunocomplexes! were! precipitated! with! protein6G! Agarose! (Life!





For! the! staining! of! γ6tubulin! and! centrosome! associated! proteins,! cells! were!
permeabilized!before!fixation!in!PHEM!(60!mM!Pipes,!25!mM!Hepes,!10!mM!EGTA,!
and! 2! mM! MgCl2)! with! 0.5%! Triton! X6100! for! 2! min! and! then! fixed! in! 4%!
paraformaldehyde.! For! all! the! other! antibodies,! cells!were!washed! twice! in! PBS!
and! fixed! in! 4%!paraformaldehyde.! For! immunostaining,! blocking! solution! (PBS,!
5%!horse!serum,!and!0.2%!Triton!X6100)!was!added!for!1!h!at!room!temperature!
before!incubation!with!the!appropriate!primary!antibodies!overnight!at!4°C.!Slides!
were! incubated! with! the! designated! secondary! antibodies! for! 1! h! at! room!
temperature!and!washed!with!TBS.!DNA!was!stained!with!DAPI!(Life!Technologies!
Incorporated),!and!slides!were!mounted!with!ProLong!Gold!antifade!reagent!(Life!





Centrosome! fractionation! was! performed! as! previously! described! (Bergo! et! al.,!
2015).!Briefly,!exponentially!growing!cells!were!treated!with!10!μg/ml!nocodazole!































for! 3! h.! To! assess! microtubule! regrowth,! cells! were! washed! twice! with! warm!
media!to!remove!nocodazole!and!then!incubated!at!37!°C!for!different!times.!Fixed!
cells! were! stained! with! anti! α6tubulin! antibody! and! analysed! for! nucleation!
capacity! and! aster! size.! For! determining! aster! size,! images! were! taken! from!





































my! ideas,! criticizing!my! hypothesis!where! necessary! and! giving!me! credit!when!
they!were!right.!
Thanks!to!Prof.!Nicoletta!Landsberger!for!giving!me!the!opportunity!to!take!part!of!





Thanks! to! Prof.! Silva! Soddu! and! Dr.! Cinzia! Rinaldo! for! live! cell! imaging!
















but!above!all! thanks!because,!despite!everything,! I! can!always! trust!on!you! (and!
vice!versa;)).!
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